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P.S., Mr. O'Neill 

There have been further inquiries I share with you while recording them for the 

future in my own files. 

It seems that after six months you Sherlockian wizards have found one described 

as the chief nurse at Parkland Hospital. From her it is alleged they learned that 

more fragments were removed from Governor Uonnaly's body than are accounted for. In 
one version it is also represented that then Governor Connally sustained other wounds 

also not reported. 

One could establish whether or not the latter is true, if it is eerituely believed, 

much leen expensively than you have arranged and certainly on a more friendly basis 

by inviting the governor to a Turkish bath. If not by phoning him and/or his wife. 

Only to those steeped in ignorance - and aft .r six months this should be a Congressional 

record for clinging to ignorance - have questions about the fact or the public record 

on Governor Connally and fragments. 

One of his doctors, as I recall Charles Gregory, said what the whole crew of them 

agreed to in one way or another, that there were more fragments of bullet in his wrist 

alone than could be account for as missing from the bullet that allegedly caused all 

seven non-fatal wounds. 

There were, of course, still other fragmanta, also not secret. It is in the pub-

loshed testimony. Also in my first book, which dates to 1965. After the cleansing of 

the wounds there remains a fragment in the chest and another in the left thigh. 

After the dosage of what I suppose they describe as "briefings" you have had for 

you to support these clowns yci must be able to accept anything, the darker the hints 

the blacker the headlines. 

But I do suggest that for there to ezis2 other Luna") teogesetmaitrzgsmises 
fragments requires an unprecedented conspiracy. It would have to be monumental in 
size and entirely without purpose. It would begin with three eminent phyyicians, a 
number of other doctors of varying disciplines like radiologists and anaetthelogists, 

still others junior in rank and what for a hospital would be a small army of nurses and 

attendants. This legion would have had to be cued in to a much larger conspiracy in 
order to be able to conspire effectively - if pointlessly e the moment of the crime. 

In the past i have told you that all of this is linked  to a six-figure commercial 

project put together with the committee's lusty participation by Mark Lane. It lingers 

despite some trouble with his book the proofs of which have reportedly been withdrawn. 

Your pure of heart Members reportedly almost made him chief counsel. Whatever the House 
and the public might have thought of this it was not inappropriate for tYe committee 
which owes its existence to his fabrications. The committee apparently considered it 

had not repaid this debt by giving him the work of others after receiving this work 

eith the solemn assurance it would not be given to others, particularly not to him, 

simply because he, like the committee since then, has never been able to steal straight 
and to read and understand. 

Truth and fact are inadequate, thus after six months nothing has been confirmed 

and unconfirmed irrelevancies pacer out. Truth has to be improved upon. An Jim Gar-icon 

used to put it, "objectified." 


